THE  FREEDOM  OF  THE  CHURCH
the institution so interprets the original truth as to distort it
beyond recognition. Most Catholics are not, in the ordinary
course of events, driven to make that distinction; but when
the crisis does arise it is indeed an agony of soul: it is, we
believe, a widespread mistake of Protestant writers to minimize
the acuteness of such conflict, to point out, almost jauntily, the
road of separation from Rome, not realizing how painful and
difficult, not to say impossible, it is for a Catholic to distinguish
between Christianity and the Roman Church. Lamennais'
mistake, although he was then a Catholic, was of the same
order—i.e. to ignore, in his ardent mixture of enthusiasm
and hope, some essential psychological factors. What he
demanded from Rome was a psychological impossibility: a
Revolution going further than the Reformation itself, the
return to an alleged primitive Church, after three centuries of
schism, on the one hand, of centralization and building up of
authority on the other. He should have known better than
to expect on the part of the Papacy a sudden, championship
of new political dogmas which would have brought not peace
indeed but a sword, a breach with virtually all the governments
of Europe, probable revolution in several countries, perhaps a
fresh schism. All this in support of principles which, if never
formally condemned by Rome, were the direct negation of the
whole spirit in which she managed her affairs. Because he
never denied her theological dogmas, Lamennais could not
understand why Rome should take umbrage at his propaganda,
not realizing in his simplicity that a philosophy which respects
dogma but contradicts practical policy at every point is even
more subversive than purely dogmatic scepticism.
This curious blindness on the part of Lamennais leads one
to doubt how far he ever understood the essence of the Catholic
position. He tells us in his Affaires de Rome that it was obvious
from the Pope's various utterances that " the obedience Rome
demanded extended, in a vague and general way, ,to temporal
at least as much as to spiritual matters. Such a pledge of
obedience was repugnant to my conscience. If the principle
thereof was implicit in Catholicism^ then I never was a Catholic,
for I had never admitted it, nor could I ever have admitted it."

